
Congrats on your new arrival! 

As a mom, I know that there so much information - much of it conflicting! -

coming at you in the first weeks of parenthood. I want you to feel confident in

your ability to help your child learn the independent sleep skills they will use for a

lifetime.  

While there are strategies you can use to encourage healthy sleep habits from

the start, it is important to allow your newborn to do as much eating and sleeping

as they can in these early days. In fact, newborns need 16-18 hours of sleep in the

first weeks of life! 

If you have questions or concerns not covered in this guide, feel free to send me

an email so that I can help you address your unique situation.  

Newborn 
 SLEEP GUIDE 

"The Newborn Sleep 
 Program totally works!"   

-The Locken Family  

My newborn resources are here to help you teach 
healthy  sleep slowly and gently.

KristinePetterson.com
kpettersonsleep@gmail.com



Create a Bedtime Routine

Establishing a bedtime routine is a great way to help your baby organize their

days and nights and start to consolidate nighttime sleep more quickly. Starting a

bedtime routine off with a bath or a quick wipe down can be helpful to cue

them that bedtime is coming up. A suggested bedtime routine could be: Bath,

Massage, Pajamas, Top-up feeding, Short book, Song, Kiss Goodnight. 

Swaddle Stages 

Weeks 1-5 - a tight swaddle that helps mimic the coziness of the womb helps

your baby calm to sleep and stay asleep until they are hungry for a feeding. 

Weeks 6-10 - using a transition swaddle, like Love To Dream, during the day

helps  babies transition away from swaddles as they become more mobile. At

night continue a tight swaddle as it helps minimize disruptions to sleep. 

Weeks 10-14 - By three or four months of age (or when your baby starts showing 

 signs of rolling) it’s recommended to switch to a sleep sack for safety, so in this

time it's helpful to begin using a transition swaddle for both night and day. For

many babies the transition away from swaddles at this time can help them

discover new ways to get comfortable in their crib or find self-soothing

strategies that improve sleep like sucking fingers or hands.  

Pacifier Do's and Don'ts 

Pacifiers can be a very useful tool for a newborn as sucking can help a baby

calm.  Do use a pacifier to help babies link into the next sleep cycle if they 

 wake from a short nap or at night. Don't use a pacifier every time your child is

fussy - remember it's just one tool in your toolbox and you don't want your child

to learn it is the only way they can go to sleep. Also try patting, shhhhing,

singing, rocking, etc. to help them calm.  

Struggling? Confused? Overwhelmed?   
You are not alone! Please reach out to book a Free Call for resources

and reassurance. I can answer questions about what's going on for
your unique family, and what might be most helpful at this stage.  

Book Your Call

Here

BONUS:

KristinePetterson.com
kpettersonsleep@gmail.com

https://calendly.com/kpettersonsleep/free-20min-consultation-clone?month=2022-04


Dark Sleep Environment - Darkening the room as much as possible for a baby will help

them sleep more soundly, and link sleep cycles when they wake from a short nap. If your

baby's room is light enough to read a book, try to block more light. And remember,

nightlights are not necessary for newborns, and may disrupt sleep. Use a soft amber light

during feedings if needed, then turn it off to signal sleep time for your little one.  

White Noise - If you live on a loud street or apartment, using an air filter or white noise

machine can be helpful to drown out any background noise that might be stimulating or

alerting for babies. Place the white noise as far away from the crib as possible avoid

damaging babies sensitive ears.  

 

Learn to Differentiate Soothing Vs. Crying

It takes time to learn to self-sooth, so your challenge will be to give your baby the

opportunity to put themselves to sleep. Listen for a few minutes; pay attention to your

baby’s sounds. Can you hear the difference between fussing, moaning, and full-blown

crying? 

Work as a Team - It is most successful if both parents can be involved in routines around

sleep. Alternate nights, so that one parent catch up on sleep while the other responds to

baby. This also helps improve family bonding; parents feel supported by each-other and

have the energy to connect deeply with baby during the day. 

 

The crib should be a peaceful, safe
place to sleep. Never use loose
blankets, pillows, stuffed animals,
doc-a-tots, or bumpers in your
newborn's crib.  Car-seats,
strollers, rockers, swings, and even
baby carriers are not safe sleep
spaces for infants, and especially
not newborns. Do not leave your
baby to sleep unattended in any
space other than their crib. 

If you have any questions about the
safe sleep guidelines, please check
them out on the American
Academy of Pediatrics website. 

Safe Sleep GUIDELINES

American Academy of Pediatrics


